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1. INTRODUCTION :-
Now the era of 21st Century, changing is occurred due to new phenomena and new ideologies. Information Communication Technology have change the entire social, political and economical frame work most of the countries of the world. Social reformation, Social reconstructive and national reconstruction depends upon the higher level of education. So higher education in India stands as an immobile colossus – insensitive to the changing contents of temporary life; unresponsive to the challenges of today and tomorrow, and absorbed So completely in trying to preserve its structural from that, it does not have the time to consider its own larger purpose. Its maladies have been investigated by an unending chain of committees, working groups, task forces and commissions. So that higher education plays an important role not only construction but also shaping society as per the need of the hour.

1.1 – OBJECTIVE :-
After verifying the paper one will able to meet the following objectives.

- Concept of higher education and society.
- Social change as a form of higher education.
- Cultural heritage and higher education.
- Higher Education and curricula facilities.
- Describe Political supports for changing social reconstruction.
- Giving conclusion.

1.2 – CONCEPT OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND SOCIETY
Cultural heritage and sustainable global development of any nation depends upon the higher education which originated from grass root level of Society. Education being
as socialization process where the dynamic nature of higher education disseminating the knowledge among the members of society. Education changes all the contextual heritage of the society and compound the most prominent components that is social reconstruction and make the time comes in the present as well as for future.
Higher Education makes the society to build up the new structural development due to contributing the following Components –

- Enhancing social peace, security and Communal harmony the society.
- Providing sustainable funds to establish national wealth and national development.
- To provide trained teacher and training for the oriented to the need of the society.
- Establishing the committee maintaining social welfare and quality if life in society.
- Presentation against social evils, secular values and promotion social work etc.

Higher education is generally understood to cover teaching, research and extension. If we critically analyze the different aspects concepts of higher education plays a sustainable roles in the society.

1.3 – SOCIAL CHANGE AS A FORM OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

Social change is the charge which takes place in the structure, main institutions, the balance between the components or the organization method of the society. The relationship between education and social change has been discussed for years. In recent years many countries have reformed their higher education systems. Especially the reforms which take place in the higher education systems of developing countries are establishing new Instructions, changing financial and administrative structures forming evaluation and accreditation mechanisms, program reforms which take place in the higher education systems of developing technological innovations the main aim of higher education establishing the effect of good academic social reality and some suggestions have been made with an analytical approach in the social reconstruction process.

1.4 – CULTURAL HERITAGE AND HIGHER EDUCATION

Unipage assistance in admission to higher education center for cultural heritage. We guide admission to this educational institution and managing the entire
enrollment process. These process should construct the higher education process as a way of cultural transplant and heritage of society. These are –

- **Date relevance :-**
  Sometimes the data is outdated and irrelevant information on the internet, which make critical mistakes in the admission process. Clear-cut data are be defined the critical situation of Internet procedure and give remedies.

- **High chances of enrollment :-**
  When applying to top universities abroad, you are competing with the most talented applicants from different countries. At the statistical point of view different countries student are give chance to find the enroll.

- **Save your money : -**
  Cultural construction and social heritage exchange can save the process of money. Online system of entering a university is an important and crucial step in the life of everyone. The professional assist you at every stage of admission. We will –
  
  - Consult regarding education abroad.
  - Choose a university and an academic program.
  - Prepare and edit the set of application documents
  - Send an application to the university.
  - Submit documents for Scholarship.
  - Assist in applying for a student visa.

**1.5 – HIGHER EDUCATION AND CURRICULA FACILITIES**

Higher Education is the most qualitative weapon to provide best curricular facilities to facilitating a new era of Education system. It emphasizes –

- CBCS (Choice Based Credit System) pattern of Education.
- Curriculum based on the rational conversation between Lerner and course work in higher education.
- Continuous comprehensive and evaluation pattern of education provide for quality education.
- Various countries are provided various process of education system.
- Curriculum also defined as the process therapy and outcome of the learner.
- Need contemporary, more highly skilled, competent and innovative way of education.

Other basis of curricula activities depends upon :–
1. Process of negotiating the fundamental ideas and aim of the higher education curriculum.
2. Process and planned implemented learned activity.
3. Cumulative learning cycles within the curriculum.
4. Process of developing the curriculum on the basis of the experiences of teacher and student.

1.6 – DESCRIBE POLITICAL SUPPORT FOR CHANGING SOCIAL RECONSTRUCTION AND HIGHER EDUCATION.

Both center and state gives their potentialities to bring higher education as a new phenomena of the whole education system. Higher education provides the future consultancy for the whole nation. Political support make the whole education system clear and developmental way. These are –

- Educational opportunity for all.
- Job creating facility for weaker section.
- Contributing economy and financial support.
- Establishing the vocational educational facilities.
- Provide higher opportunity for the quality assurance of education in social point of views.

1.7 – CONCLUSION :-

Social reconstruction and higher education is assimilate with each other. Various way of educational overview make social, cultural and heritage transplant of all over country. The society has already being changed due to educational management and contributing the process of educational facilities. Society has a sub system for enriching and developmental chain to inculcate the higher education structure towards hierarchical and make education for bring a contemporary changes in social reconstruction. Higher education towards the chaining process for improvement of social change and reconstruction on 21st century.